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Abstract  Understanding and controlling biological responses against artificial 

materials is important for the development of medical devices and therapies. Self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols provide well-defined surfaces that 

can be manipulated by varying the terminal functional groups. Thus, SAMs have 

been extensively used as a platform for studying how artificial materials affect bi-

ological responses. Here, we review cell adhesion behavior in response to SAMs 

with various surface properties and the effects that adsorbed proteins have on sub-

sequent cell adhesion. We also describe an application for SAMs as a substrate for 

culturing neural stem cells (NSCs). Substrates that induced the correct orientation 

of immobilized growth factors, like epidermal growth factor (EGF), improved the 

selection of a pure NSC population during cell expansion. In addition, we review 

new methodologies for using amphiphilic polymers to modify the surfaces of cells 

and tissues. Coating the cell surface with amphiphilic polymers that can capture 

and immobilize bioactive substances or cells represents a promising approach for 

clinical applications, particularly cellular therapies. 
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1. Introduction 

Much effort has been devoted to understanding biological responses to artificial 

materials [1, 2] to facilitate the development of medical devices and artificial or-

gans. However, many issues remain to be fully understood. Furthermore, these 

studies require overcoming various difficulties, because biological responses are 

affected by many factors, including surface energy, surface electrostatic proper-

ties, macro- and micro-surface morphology, surface heterogeneity, different func-

tional groups, and the mobility of functional groups on surfaces. Systematic stud-

ies of biological responses to artificial materials require surfaces with well-

controlled properties; however, there is a lack of methods for systematically con-

trolling surface properties. Surface chemistry approaches have employed the use 

of model surfaces, like self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols, 

HS(CH2)nX, where X denotes various functional groups [3-6]. SAMs are also 

suitable for studying correlations between biological responses and surface prop-

erties.  

It has been shown that cell adhesion highly depends on the outermost functional 

groups on SAMS; however, cells do not directly interact with the SAMs. Instead, 

they interact with proteins adsorbed on SAMs. Cell adherence requires an interac-

tion between integrin molecules in the cell membrane and glycoproteins special-

ized for cell adhesion, like fibronectin (Fn) and vitronectin (Vn), which are ad-

sorbed on the artificial material. Thus, the presence of glycoproteins in serum 

plays a crucial role in cell adherence to artificial materials. In the first part of this 

review, we will briefly survey recent studies of cell adhesion on SAMs with dif-

ferent functional groups and discuss the mechanisms involved.  

Knowledge gained from cell adhesion studies with SAMs has been used to devel-

op culture substrates with the appropriate cell adhesion glycoproteins for different 

types of cells [7-10]. Stem cells, capable of self-renewal and differentiation into 

multiple cell types, are found in embryonic and adult tissues. Pluripotent stem 

cells, like embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells, have been de-

veloped in vitro. These cells are expected to provide cell sources for regenerative 



medicine. Various culture conditions have been developed to enable expansion of 

these cells without loss of their multi- and pluripotency and to induce differentia-

tion into viable cells with specific functions.  

In the last few years, our group has focused on neural stem cells (NSCs). NSCs 

were discovered by screening rodent CNS cells for responses to epidermal growth 

factor (EGF) [11]. Integrin and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) coordi-

nately regulate cell migration, survival, and growth by modulating a common set 

of signaling pathways. Moreover, EGF was shown to be a mitogen for NSCs. Tak-

ing these facts into consideration, we hypothesized that NSCs might be selectively 

trapped on SAM surfaces through EGF-EGFR interactions, and this interaction 

might strongly promote NSC proliferation due to EGFR signaling. In the second 

part of this article, we will describe our own work on cultured NSC interactions 

with surface-immobilized EGF. 

Regenerative medicine and tissue engineering have opened new therapeutic do-

mains. Stem cells have become therapeutic units for generating functional cells 

and tissues. One of the more successful endeavors has been the transplantation of 

insulin releasing cells, islets of Langerhans (islets), as a treatment for patients with 

insulin dependent diabetes. However, implantation of living cells into a host in-

duces various undesirable biological responses similar to the responses against ar-

tificial materials, such as blood coagulation, complement activation, inflammatory 

reactions, and immune reactions. Understanding biological responses to artificial 

materials [2] and surface modification methods for biomaterials gives bases to 

evade adverse host responses and to improve functions of transplanted cells. For 

living cells and tissues, however, surface treatment should be carried out under the 

physiological condition not to deteriorate their viability and biological functions. 

We developed new methods to modify the surfaces of cells and tissues to increase 

their compatibility with a host environment. In the last part of this review, we dis-

cuss the latest methods for modifying islet surfaces and their effects on islet-host 

compatibility. 

 



2 Cell adhesion to a model biomaterial surface 

2.1 Self-assembled monolayer as a model surface 

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols, HS(CH2)nX, where X denotes 

various functional groups, are frequently used to prepare model surfaces [3-6]. 

Alkanethiols or alkanedisulfides chemisorb from a solution onto a surface coated 

with metal, like gold, silver, or platinum. SAMs are commonly formed on a thin 

gold layer coated on a glass plate, due to its easy preparation and its stability in the 

ambient environment. Furthermore, gold is compatible with sensitive methods for 

analyzing surface phenomena, including surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [12], 

ellipsometry [13], Fourier transformed infrared – reflection adsorption spectrosco-

py (FTIR-RAS) [13], and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [14]. The gold – 

sulfur bond is relatively stable, with a Hº ≈ 28 kcal/mol [15,16]. In addition, 

alkanethiols self-assemble through van der Waals interactions between alkyl 

chains. Alkanethiols with long alkyl chains (n > 11) form closely-packed SAMs, 

with approximately 21.4 Å2 of occupied area per molecule [17,18]. Due to the thi-

ol anchoring to the gold and the close packing of the alkyl chain, another terminal 

group, X, can be effectively displayed on the surface of the SAM. Alkanethiols 

with various functional groups (X) are commercially available, and SAMs with 

different functional groups are easily prepared.  

The surface properties of SAMs can be finely controlled by coadsorbing a mixture 

of alkanethiols with different functional groups. The composition of a SAM can 

be determined by spectroscopic methods like Fourier FTIR-RAS and X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS). The fraction of given alkanethiol on the mixed SAM 

surface reflects its mole fraction in the mixed solution, but it is not a linear rela-

tionship. The adsorbed fraction is highly dependent on the chain length of 

alkanethiol [19] and its terminal functional group [20,21]. The water contact angle 

measurement of mixed SAMs gradually changes with the fraction of mixed SAMs 



on the surface, and the relationship can be approximately expressed with Cassie’s 

equation. Thus, the preparation of mixed SAMs with different alkanethiols allows 

us to systematically change the surface properties to produce a variety of different 

model surfaces.  

A micropattern can be printed onto the SAM surface. This is achieved by UV light 

irradiation through a photo mask to cause photo degradation of alkanethiols [22-

24] or by microcontact printing with a pattern stamp made from 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) [25,26]. Micropatterned SAMs have been employed as a 

high throughput platform for studies on biomolecular interactions that included ar-

rays of DNAs [27-29], proteins [30-33], and cells [34-37]. Micropatterned SAMs 

have also been used to examine cell fate after controlling the geometry of cell ad-

hesion on a micrometer scale [38-41]. 

 

2.2 Cell adhesion on material surfaces 

When a cell suspension is applied to a surface, the events that occur can be con-

ceptually classified into three stages: (1) a cell approaches the surface, (2) the cell 

attaches to the surface, and (3) the cell adheres, and thus, spreads out on the sur-

face. Most studies of cell adhesion on artificial materials measure the number of 

adherent cells, the cell morphology, and changes in protein expression. To gain 

more detailed insight into the biophysical mechanism of cell adhesion requires re-

al-time tracking of cell behavior. To observe initial cell adhesion onto SAMs in 

real-time, we employed a total internal reflection fluorescence microscope 

(TIRFM).  

The optical assembly of a TIRFM is schematically shown in Figure 1a [42]. The 

TIRFM utilizes an evanescent field, which is generated by laser reflection at a wa-

ter/glass interface [43,44]. The intensity of the evanescent field decays exponen-

tially with increasing distance from the interface. The characteristic penetration 



depth of the evanescent field is approximately 100 nm (depending on wavelength, 

incident angle, and refractive index of the glass and aqueous solution). Fluorescent 

dyes are excited in the evanescent field, and the emitted fluorescent light is cap-

tured with a CCD camera.  

We assembled a TIRFM with low magnification to study cell adhesion behavior 

on SAMs with various functional groups [42]. Figure 1b shows a schematic illus-

tration of the cell adhesion process and the corresponding TIRFM images. A sus-

pension of cells with fluorescently labeled cell membranes is applied onto a sub-

strate (Figure 1 b-1). At first, no bright spots were observed by TIRFM, because 

the cells were in the medium, outside of the evanescent field. When the cells ap-

proached and landed on the surface (Figure 1 b-2), small, bright spots were ob-

served. The cells were round with diameters of approximately 10 µm, but the di-

ameter of the cell membrane visualized in the evanescent field was approximately 

2 µm. These spots were difficult to detect by  TIRFM with a 10× objective lens. 

Once cells adhered to the SAM surface (Figure 1 b-3), bright spots were easily de-

tected by TIRFM. When cells spread out on the surface (Figure 1 b-4), the bright 

spots observed by TIRFM became larger with time. Thus, TIRFM was a useful 

tool for investigating cell adhesion. Changes observed in labeled cells could be in-

terpreted to infer cell behavior at the solid/liquid interface. 

TIRFM was used for time-lapse observations of initial cell adhesion to SAMs with 

different surface functionalities (Figure 2). After 10 min of plating a suspension of 

human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), a few bright spots were ob-

served on SAMs with COOH and NH2 functionalities; this indicated cell adher-

ence. The number of bright spots increased and the spot areas enlarged with incu-

bation time, indicating that HUVECs adhered and spread well on COOH- and 

NH2-SAM surfaces. Quantitative analysis of the number of adherent cells and cell 

adhesion areas on COOH- and NH2-SAMs showed that cell adhesion reached 

equilibrium after 60 min of incubation, but the adhesion area increased up to 180 

min. In contrast, no spot was observed on SAMs with CH3 and OH functionalities. 

The number and total area of bright spots were much lower on OH- and CH3-



SAMs than on COOH- and NH2-SAMs at all times observed. After 60 min, some 

bright spots were observed on OH-SAMs, but not on CH3-SAMs. This indicated 

that HUVECs adhered poorly to OH-SAM surfaces and worse to CH3-SAMs. The 

effects of surface functional groups on SAMs have been extensively studied with 

various cell lines. Those studies showed that most cell types adhered well to 

COOH- and NH2-SAMs and poorly to CH3- and OH-SAMs [45-50].  

Other studies used various polymers to investigate how cell adhesion depended on 

the wettability of materials. They showed that cells adhered well to moderately 

wettable materials with water contact angles of 40-60° [51-57]. However, the re-

sults were inconclusive. They employed polymeric materials composed of differ-

ent chemicals that changed wettability concomitantly with changes in the SAM 

surface functionality. We performed a study with mixed SAMs to determine the 

effect of contact angles on cell adhesion [21]. SAMs with widely varying 

wettabilities were prepared by mixing two alkanethiols with different functional 

groups (CH3 / OH, CH3 / COOH, and CH3 / NH2). Figure 3 shows that the number 

of adherent cells depended on the contact angles of SAMs for both HUVECs and 

human cervical carcinoma (HeLa) cells. The maximum number of adherent cells 

occurred at different contact angles for all of these mixed SAMs, and it was dif-

ferent for different cell types. Thus, the design of a surface that promotes cell ad-

hesion should take into consideration both the type of surface functional groups 

and the types of cells targeted. 

 

2.3 Effect of protein adsorption on cell adhesion 

When cells are suspended in a biological fluid or culture medium, both serum pro-

teins and cells interact with the surface substrate. Serum protein adsorption behav-

ior on SAMs has been examined with various analytical methods, including sur-

face plasmon resonance (SPR) [58-61], ellipsometry [13,62,63], and quartz crystal 



microbalance (QCM) [64-66]. These methods allow in situ, highly sensitive detec-

tion of protein adsorption without any fluorescence or radioisotope labeling. SPR 

and QCM are compatible with SAMs that comprise alkanethiols. In our laborato-

ry, we employed SPR to monitor protein adsorption on SAMs.  

SPR detects changes in the refractive index near the surface of a metal film. Two 

optical configurations, Kretchmann (Figure 4a) and Otto, can be applied with 

SPR. The former is easily set-up and is suitable for protein adsorption on SAMs. 

A beam of p-polarized light is directed, through a prism, to the back side of a 

sample glass plate, which is coated with a metal thin film. The front side of the 

sample glass plate faces the solution of interest. When the incident angle,  ex-

ceeds the critical angle, total internal reflection occurs. An evanescent wave is 

generated on the surface facing the solution, which has a lower refractive index 

than glass. At a specific incident angle, the evanescent wave of the incoming light 

is able to couple with the free oscillating electrons (plasmons) in the metal film, 

and surface plasmon resonance occurs. This resonance causes an energy transfer 

from the incident light to the plasmons of the metal film, which reduces the inten-

sity of the reflected light (black line in Fig. 4b). Another important point in SPR is 

that the resonance angle is affected by the refractive index in the vicinity of the 

metal film (within ~200 nm from the metal surface). Thus, a shift in resonance an-

gle reflects events at the interface, like protein adsorption on the surface. The res-

onance angle shift () after protein adsorption is related to the amount of ad-

sorbed protein by the Fresnel relationship [67,68]. This equation assumes five 

layers (glass/Au/SAM/protein/water); the refractive index and the density of the 

protein layer are usually taken as 1.45 and 1 g/cm3, respectively. For real-time 

analysis, the change in reflectance (R) is tracked at a fixed incident angle (usual-

ly 0.5º lower than the resonance angle) during a measurement, and then it is nu-

merically converted to the resonance angle shift. 

Figure 4c shows one example of the time course of an SPR angle shift during ex-

posure of a NH2-SAM to culture medium supplemented with 2% FBS. It also in-

cludes the time course of the fraction of adherent cells on same surface determined 



by TIRFM observation (Fig. 2). The SPR angle shift rapidly increased, and then 

leveled off within a few minutes. Cells adhered much more slowly than proteins. 

Those results indicated that serum proteins in a medium rapidly adsorbed to the 

surface; then, cells interacted with the adsorbed protein layer, as shown schemati-

cally in Figure 5.  

Thus, cell adhesion is determined by non-specifically adsorbed serum proteins on 

the surface. Therefore, it is important to consider the characteristics of adsorbed 

proteins including the amount, composition, and conformation / orientation.  

 

2.3.1 Amount of protein on a surface 

To suppress cell adhesion on a material surface, one approach is to inhibit the ad-

sorption of proteins. SAMs of alkanethiols that carry oligo(ethylene glycol) 

(OEG) [69] and phosphorylcholine [70-72] have been shown to prevent non-

specific adsorption; thus, they effectively prevented cell adhesion. Several studies 

have described surfaces that prevent non-specific protein adsorption [73-75]; those 

surfaces are also likely to prevent cell adhesion. 

We examined protein adsorption to SAMs that carried four different functional 

groups [42] and mixed SAMs with different wettabilities [21]. Large amounts of 

serum proteins adsorbed to all these SAMs, but the different surface functional 

groups greatly affected cell adhesion behavior (Figs. 2 and 3). Thus, the amount of 

adsorbed proteins did not correlate to the degree of cell adhesion to SAMs.  

 

2.3.2 Protein composition on a surface 

Serum glycoproteins, like fibronectin (Fn) and vitronectin (Vn), play a crucial role 

in cell adhesion to artificial materials. These proteins carry peptide motifs, includ-

ing arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) [76] and proline-histidine-serine-



arginine-asparagine (PHSRN) [77], that specifically interact with integrin recep-

tors on cell membranes. Adsorption of Fn and Vn onto a material surface is re-

quired to support cell adhesion. However, the concentrations of Fn and Vn in se-

rum are much lower than that of albumin and IgG (Fig. 4d). The composition of 

proteins initially adsorbed to a surface reflects the concentrations of each protein 

in the medium; thus, most proteins on the surface will be albumin and IgG., which 

cannot support cell adhesion. Controlling the composition of  proteins in a solu-

tion is important for controlling cell adhesion on artificial materials.  

Various methods have been used to examine the composition of proteins adsorbed 

to SAMs. Overall adsorption patterns can be examined with sodium dodecyl sul-

fate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) [50,78,79]. Absorbed pro-

teins are eluted from the surface with surfactant (SDS), and then separated by 

electrophoresis. The proteins of interest are examined by Western blotting 

[50,78,79]. Protein-specific antibodies can be used to detect proteins of interest 

[19,62,78], or radiolabeled proteins can be added to the serum [45,80]. Lestelius et 

al used ellipsometry to examine antibody binding to 12 different plasma proteins 

that adhered to SAMs exposed to human plasma. Those SAMs carried terminal 

methyl (-CH3), trifluoromethyl ester (-OCOCF3), sulfate (-OSO3H), carboxyl (-

COOH), or hydroxyl (-OH) groups [62]. Adherence of proteins relevant to coagu-

lation and complement activation depended on the surface functionalities of 

SAMs. The sulfate and the carboxyl surfaces captured coagulation proteins, like 

high molecular weight kininogen, factor XII, and prekallikrein; the hydroxyl sur-

face captured low amounts of complement protein, C3c. Tidwell et al reported the 

adsorption of radiolabeled fibronectin to SAMs with terminal methyl (-CH3), hy-

droxyl (-OH), carboxyl (-COOH), and methyl ester (-COOCH3) groups in 10% 

bovine serum [45]. COOH-SAM exhibited high levels of Fn adsorption, which 

correlated well with the adhesion of endothelial cells.  

Figure 4c shows that the amount of adsorbed proteins is rapidly saturated within 

several minutes of exposing serum-containing medium to a surface. Albumin, the 

most abundant serum protein, was expected to preferentially adsorb onto the sur-



faces during early time points. Then, adsorbed albumin was expected to be dis-

placed by cell adhesion proteins. To investigate the effect of preadsorbed albumin 

displacement on cell adhesion, SAMs were first exposed to albumin; then, 

HUVECs suspended in a serum-supplemented medium were added [21,42]. Very 

few cells adhered to hydrophobic SAMs that had been pretreated with albumin, 

due to the large interfacial tension between water and the hydrophobic surfactant-

like surface. Albumin was infrequently displaced by cell adhesive proteins, Fn and 

Vn. One the other hand, HUVECs adhered well to hydrophilic SAM surfaces that 

had been preadsorbed with albumin. In that case, the preadsorbed albumin was 

readily displaced with cell adhesive proteins.  

 

2.3.3 Protein conformation/orientation on a surface 

Proteins undergo conformational (or orientational) changes after adsorption to a 

material surface, which can influence their subsequent biological functions. Cells 

adhere to a surface through an interaction between integrin receptors on the cell 

membrane and the specific amino acid sequences, RGD and PHSRN, of cell adhe-

sion proteins. When cell adhesion proteins undergo a conformational (or 

orientational) change that hinders the integrin binding site, cells cannot adhere to 

the surface.  

The conformation/orientation of adsorbed proteins has been examined with mono-

clonal antibodies that recognize a specific site in a protein of interest. Keselowsky 

et al examined the conformation of Fn adsorbed to SAMs that carried methyl, hy-

droxyl, carboxyl, and amine groups [81]. They used monoclonal antibodies that 

recognized the central cell-binding domain of Fn near the RGD motif. Different 

SAM functionalities differentially modulated the binding affinities of the mono-

clonal antibodies (OH > COOH = NH2 > CH3). The strength of cell adhesion to 

these SAMs was correlated to the affinities of the Fn-specific monoclonal antibod-

ies. Although antibody-based measurements could not distinguish between con-



formational (structural) and orientational changes in the adsorbed proteins, they 

provided information about the biological activity of adsorbed proteins. 

 

2.3.4 Cell adhesion in serum free medium 

Cells are sometimes cultured in serum-free medium. In this condition, the surface 

should carry substituents of serum proteins that can directly interact with cells. 

SAMs of alkanethiols with bioactive ligands have been used to control interac-

tions between the material surface and cells [82-85]. Several bioactive ligands 

have been tested, including RGD [82], PHSRN [83], and laminin-derived peptides 

[84,85]. These ligands were expected to directly interact with cell surface 

integrins.  

SAMs of alkanethiols that carried RGD peptides were tested to determine the min-

imum amount of peptide required for cell adhesion to the substrate. Roberts et al 

employed SAMs of alkanethiols with mixtures of RGD and oligo(ethylene glycol) 

moieties that resisted non-specific protein and cell adsorption [82]. Bovine capil-

lary endothelial cells attached and spread on SAMs that had a mole fraction of 

RGD (χRGD) ≥ 10-5. Cell spreading reached a maximum at χRGD ≥ 10-3. This frac-

tion indicated that the RGD density was on the order of 1011 RGD molecules/cm2, 

assuming that the RGD occupied an alkanethiol area of ~ 0.25 nm2/molecule. Ar-

nold et al designed a hexagonally-close-packed rigid template of cell-adhesive 

gold nanodots coated with cyclic RGDfK peptide. They used block-copolymer 

micelle nanolithography to create a patterned surface [86]. The gold nanodots 

were placed with 28, 58, 73, or 85 nm spacing, based on the molecular weight of 

the block-copolymer. Adhesion tests with osteoblasts, fibroblasts, and melano-

cytes showed that cells adhered and spread on the patterned gold nanodots with a 

spacing of ≤ 58 nm. This result also showed that the RGD density was on the or-

der of 1011 molecules/cm2. 

 



3 Cell culture substrates for specific cell proliferation 

In standard cell culture methods, cells are plated in a cell culture flask or Petri 

dish, and they are maintained in medium supplemented with FBS and various 

growth factors. Cells adhere to the substrate through integrin and cell adhesion 

glycoproteins that adsorb to the plastic surface of the flask or dish. Primary cells 

isolated from embryonic and adult tissues are widely cultured with these methods. 

Nevertheless, it appears that this conventional culture method is inefficient for the 

production of specific cells in high purity and large quantities. Although different 

kinds of cells isolated from widely different tissues can adhere and proliferate in 

cell culture flasks, efficiency may be limited by the heterogeneity of cell popula-

tions.   

To overcome these limitations, we have developed culture substrates that enable 

the highly efficient expansion of specific cells in adherent cultures [37,87-90]. An 

important characteristic of these substrates is that specifically-engineered growth 

factors are immobilized on the surface. Extensive protein engineering techniques 

were used to optimize the presentation of growth factors to cells.  

 

3.1 Strategy for adherent cultures of neural stem cells 

Neural stem cells (NSCs), capable of self-renewal and differentiation into multiple 

cell types, are found in embryonic and adult tissues of the central nervous system 

(CNS) [91]. Several studies have demonstrated that NSCs are a potential source 

for cell replacement therapies in CNS disorders [92,93]. Those studies have large-

ly relied on the ability to culture NSCs in vitro. To develop culture substrates for 

the selective expansion of NSCs, we first considered the responsiveness of NSCs 

to growth factors. Originally, NSCs were discovered as EGF-responsive cells from 

rodent CNS tissue [11]. Another study [36] showed that the expression of the EGR 



receptor (EGFR) on rat neurosphere-forming cells was highly correlated to the ex-

pression of nestin, an intracellular marker for NSCs. In addition, EGF was shown 

to be a mitogen for NSCs. Based on these results, we hypothesized that a substrate 

with surface-immobilized EGF might selectively trap NSCs from a heterogeneous 

population of cells. Furthermore, the EGF‒EGFR interactions that would specifi-

cally capture NSCs might also promote NSC proliferation due to EGFR signaling. 

To test this hypothesis, we focused on surface immobilization of EGF for the se-

lective expansion of rat NSCs. 

 

3.2 Oriented immobilization of engineered epidermal growth factor 

There are many protein immobilization techniques available. One of the standard 

techniques uses amine chemistry, where surface-bound nucleophilic groups react 

with amines, which are abundant in proteins [94]. Although this technique pro-

vides covalent immobilization of proteins, the use of amines would cause protein 

inactivation. In addition, it does not provide control over the orientation of the 

immobilized protein to ensure efficient recognition by ligands. On the other hand, 

recombinant DNA technology can overcome these problems. A recombinant pro-

tein can be designed that has a specific peptide motif at a given site in the mole-

cule for surface anchoring.  

We used recombinant DNA technology to design unique substrates for in vitro ex-

pansion of rat NSCs. For example, we fused a small peptide sequence of six con-

secutive histidines (His) to the C-terminus of human EGF (EGF-His). This EGF-

His was anchored to the surface of a glass-based substrate by coordination with 

Ni2+ ion, which was fixed on the surface of a SAM of alkanethiol. Strikingly, nei-

ther a covalently immobilized EGF-His nor a physically adsorbed EGF-His could 

trap cells as efficiently as EGF-His immobilized by surface anchoring through co-

ordination. 



To prepare a Ni2+-chelated surface, a thin gold layer was deposited onto a glass 

plate; then, on the gold surface, a SAM was formed that terminated with trivalent 

carboxylic acids; finally, Ni2+ ions were chelated to the acidic termini. In detail, 

first, thin chromium and gold layers were deposited onto the surface of a glass 

plate with a vacuum evaporator. The glass plate was then immersed in ethanol that 

contained 16-mercapto-1-hexadecanoic acid (COOH-thiol) and (1-

mercaptoundec-11-yl)triethylene glycol (TEG-thiol) at various compositions to al-

low the formation of mixed SAMs. Each glass plate coated with a mixed SAM 

was immersed in a solution containing N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide and N-

hydroxysuccinimide, which converted the terminal carboxylic acid to an active es-

ter. Subsequently, a solution of N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid 

(NTA) was plated onto the activated surface to introduce triacetic acid. The glass 

plate was then immersed in a NiSO4 solution to form the Ni2+ chelate. Finally, an 

EGF-His solution was plated onto the Ni2+-chelated surface to allow immobiliza-

tion of EGF-His through the coordination of Ni2+ with His. A His-tagged protein 

firmly binds to a Ni2+-chelated substrate; for instance, histidine-tagged green fluo-

rescent protein bound to NTA-Ni2+ with a dissociation constant of 4.2  10‒7 M 

[95]. The mixed SAM surface was characterized by water contact angle measure-

ments, infrared reflection adsorption spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy. These revealed the formation of well-defined surfaces. The expected 

structure of an EGF-His-immobilized surface is schematically depicted in Figure 

6. The surface density of immobilized EGF-His increased with increases in the 

COOH-thiol content of the COOH-thiol/TEG-thiol mixture used to prepare the 

SAM. The maximum EGF-His density was approximately 0.4 µg/cm2 with 100% 

COOH-thiol.    

The incorporation of TEG-thiol onto a COOH-thiol SAM elevated the fraction of 

correctly-oriented EGF-His on the surface by preventing non-specific adsorption 

of EGF onto the SAM surface. This might be explained by the following findings. 

The area occupied by a single EGF molecule (2.98 nm2/molecule) [96] is approx-

imately 10 times larger than the area occupied by COOH-thiol (0.25 



nm2/molecule) [97] or TEG-thiol (0.35 nm2/molecule) [98]. Therefore, on a sur-

face of 100% COOH-thiol, the majority of COOH-thiol molecules would not be 

expected to be involved in the coordination with EGF-His. Instead, the excess car-

boxylic acids contained in COOH-thiol and NTA would be expected to trigger 

non-specific adsorption of EGF-His. Under conditions where the COOH-thiol 

content was 10–15%, and 80% of COOH-thiol was converted to Ni2+ chelate, the 

predicted density of Ni2+ chelate would be equivalent to that of closely-packed 

EGF-His in a monolayer. However, higher surface densities of COOH-thiol gave 

rise to larger amounts of immobilized EGF-His without obvious saturation at 10–

15% COOH-thiol. This was probably due to the non-specific EGF-His binding to 

residual carboxylic acids present on the surface after NTA derivatization and Ni2+ 

chelation. Furthermore, these non-specifically bound EGF-His molecules may 

hinder access to the Ni2+ sites for specific coordination. 

 

3.3 Proliferation of rat NSCs on EGF-His-immobilized surface 

We investigated the efficiency of NSC expansion on surfaces with EGF-His im-

mobilized in the correct orientation. NSCs were obtained from neurosphere cul-

tures prepared from fetal rat striatum harvested on embryonic day 16. NSCs were 

cultured for 5 days on EGF-His-immobilized substrates prepared with mixed 

SAMs of different COOH-thiol contents. Cells adhered and formed network struc-

tures at a density that increased with the COOH-content of the surface. As a con-

trol, cells were seeded onto surfaces without immobilized EGF-His. This resulted 

in poor cell adhesion during the entire culture period. In addition, when EGF-His 

adsorbed to SAMs with 100% COOH-thiol or SAMs with NTA-derivatized 

COOH that lacked Ni2+ chelation, we observed poor initial cell adhesion, and the 

cells formed aggregates within 5 days. Interestingly, the substrate used to cova-

lently immobilize EGF-His with the standard carbodiimide chemistry was not a 



suitable surface for cell adhesion and proliferation. The control experimental re-

sults contrasted markedly with results from EGF-His-chelated surfaces.  

As described earlier, the surface density of immobilized EGF-His was shown to be 

directly correlated to the COOH-thiol content. Therefore, we reasoned that the ini-

tial cell attachment must involve an interaction between immobilized EGF-His 

and an EGFR expressed on the cell membrane. In fact, reverse transcriptase-

polymerase chain reaction assays revealed that neurosphere cells expressed EGFR 

mRNA. In addition, cell adhesion to immobilized EGF-His was totally inhibited 

when soluble EGF was added to the culture medium at 20 ng/mL. Flow cytometry 

analyses further demonstrated that rat neurosphere cultures could be significantly 

enriched in NSCs by plating cells onto a glass surface with immobilized EGF-His. 

All these findings supported our hypothesis that cell adhesion was mediated by an 

EGF-EGFR interaction. 

Table 1 summarizes the results of proliferation assays carried out on EGF-His-

immobilized surfaces. The total cell number after 5 days of culture varied with dif-

ferent surfaces. These differences could be attributed principally to differences in 

the numbers of cells initially attached, demonstrated by the cell numbers observed 

at 24 h. The doubling time, determined for the 24–72 h period after cell seeding, 

was similar for all the surfaces, with an average of 16.9  4.7 h. The mitogenic 

signal of EGF might have been saturated on all surfaces, including the surface 

with the lowest EGF density. The doubling time determined on the EGF-His-

immobilized surfaces was approximately half the doubling time determined for the 

neurosphere culture (31.2  1.4 h). On the surfaces with 0.01, 0.1, and 1% COOH-

thiol content, the growth rate declined slightly after 96 h; this was probably due to 

a reduction of EGF activity after 4–5 days. 

NSC content was assessed in a population of cells expanded on EGF-His-

immobilized surfaces for 5 days. Cells were immunocytochemically stained with 

antibodies specific for nestin, a marker for NSCs, and -tubulin III (βIII), a marker 

for differentiated neurons. The number of cells that expressed nestin and III was 

expressed as the percent of the total number of cells in the culture flask (Figure 7). 



Cells with a nestin+ III– phenotype represented the most immature population. 

Both nestin+ III– cells and the total number of nestin+ cells (nestin+ III– plus 

nestin+ III+) were most abundant on the surface with 10% COOH-thiol (97  

2.7% and 98  0.8%, respectively). Although the abundance of cells with these 

phenotypes decreased with decreasing COOH-thiol content, approximately 85% 

of all cells exhibited the nestin+ βIII– phenotype on the EGF-His-immobilized sur-

face with 0.01% COOH-thiol. 

We also conducted experiments to compare our culture method to the standard 

neurosphere culture. In the standard neurosphere culture, cell number increased 

approximately 9 times over 5 days. Immunostaining showed that the neurosphere 

cultures contained 54 ± 5.3% nestin+ cells and 41 ± 7.4% nestin+ βIII– cells. This  

demonstrated that the standard neurosphere culturing method was less efficient 

than EGF-immobilized substrates for selectively expanding NSCs. Thus, the EGF-

immobilized substrates prepared from mixed SAMs with 10% COOH-thiol pro-

vided the most efficient method for selective NSC expansion. 

Cells that were expanded on EGF-immobilized substrates were harvested and cul-

tured on freshly prepared EGF-His-immobilized substrate for another 5 days. The-

se procedures were repeated up to 4 times. The rate of cell growth was not affect-

ed by repeated subculturing; the average doubling time was 18.1 ± 1.8 h. In 

addition, immunocytochemical staining showed that, after 4 subcultures, cells re-

tained 93 ± 2.0% nestin+ populations. These results suggested that, in theory, 

NSCs can be expanded by approximately 105–106 fold within 20 days on the EGF-

His-immobilized substrates. Furthermore, these cells retained multipotency. Under 

appropriate conditions, the cells differentiated to express βIII, GFAP (astrocyte 

marker), and O4 (oligodendrocyte marker) with marked reductions in nestin ex-

pression. The results of the differentiation assays suggested that expanded cells 

that expressed nestin retained, for the most part, multipotency and could differen-

tiate into neuronal and glial lineages.  

Based on those results, we concluded that, when cultured on the EGF-His-

immobilized surface prepared from a mixed SAM of 10% COOH-thiol, highly-



enriched NSC populations could be produced in large quantities. Over a 5-day cul-

ture on the substrate, cells were expanded 32 times. These expanded cells consist-

ed of 98% nestin+ cells that retained multipotency for differentiating into neuronal 

and glial lineages. This suggested that selective expansion could be repeated for 

large-scale production of highly enriched NSC cells.  

  

3.4 Structural integrity and stability of immobilized EGF-His 

We wondered why NSCs proliferated exclusively on surfaces with EGF-His lig-

ands anchored by coordination. We focused on two aspects in particular: the con-

formational integrity of coordinated EGF-His and the stability of coordinate bonds 

at the interface. Conformational information was acquired with multiple internal 

reflection-infrared absorption spectroscopy (MIR-IRAS) [99]. The stability of co-

ordinate bonds was assessed by culturing NSCs on a surface with a small region of 

EGF-His ligands anchored by coordination. This spatially-restricted EGF-His an-

choring enabled an intuitive exploration of EGF-His release under cell culture 

conditions.  

The results of these studies showed that EGF-His coordinated to the Ni2+-chelated 

NTA-surface retained an intact conformation and was firmly anchored to the sur-

face during NSC culturing procedures. Both attributes are essential for establish-

ing adherent cultures and hence, selective expansion of NSCs. In contrast, with 

covalent immobilization, the structural integrity of EGF-His was reduced due to 

multivalent linkages to the surface. In physical adsorption, EGF-His maintained its 

intact conformation, but was readily released from the surface during cell cultur-

ing procedures. We concluded that structural integrity and firm anchorage were 

optimized with the coordination method. 

 



3.5 Spontaneously dimerizing EGF 

Numerous studies have shown that EGF binding to EGFR triggers receptor dimer-

ization. This is considered a critical step in  intracellular signal transduction [100]. 

Inspired by this mechanism, we designed EGF chimeric proteins that spontaneous-

ly dimerized (dEGF-His). These dimers were terminally-anchored to the substrate. 

We expected that these pre-formed dimeric EGF structures would facilitate the 

formation of EGF-EGFR dimer complexes more efficiently than monomeric EGF 

structures.   

Our strategy for the spontaneous dimerization of EGF was to incorporate an -

helical oligopeptide with the ability to participate in forming a coiled-coil struc-

ture [101]. We implemented a heterodimerization system in which (KELASVK)5 

(K5) and (EKLASVE)5 (E5) peptides could form stable coiled-coil heterodimers. 

We then synthesized two chimeric proteins that contained EGF attached to either 

the K5 (EGF-K5-His) or the E5 (EGF-E5-His). Both had the hexahistidine se-

quence added to the C-terminus for anchoring through coordination with Ni2+ ions 

fixed to a substrate.  

Analyses by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and circular dichroism 

(CD) spectroscopy revealed that spontaneous coiled-coil associations between 

EGF-E5-His and EGF-K5-His promoted heterodimer (dEGF-His) formation. The 

CD spectroscopic analysis suggested that the E5 peptide in monomeric EGF-E5-

His had a disordered structure. However, the -helical structure was induced in 

the E5 peptide when it associated with EGF-K5-His. These findings are shown 

schematically in Figure 6. 

We tested adhesion and proliferation of rat NSCs on surfaces with immobilized 

dEGF-His, EGF-K5-His, EGF-E5-His, or EGF-His. The surface with immobilized 

dEGF-His provided the highest efficiency for selective expansion of NSCs. On 

this substrate, cells expanded 60-fold over 96 h of culture. Of note, over 98% of 

the expanded cells expressed nestin, but not III. 

 



The monomeric EGF-His appeared to be limited in its capacity for promoting 

EGFR dimerization, most likely due to the reduced mobility of surface-anchored 

EGF. In contrast, when dEGF-His was anchored to the surface, EGFR dimeriza-

tion was most likely enhanced, because the EGF domains were paired in close 

proximity. Presumably, this would promote efficient proliferation of NSCs, as ob-

served on the surface with immobilized dEGF-His. We estimated that the distance 

between two EGF domains in the dEGF-His dimer was approximately comparable 

to the distance between the two binding sites in dimerized EGFR [102]. We fur-

ther observed that both EGF-E5-His and EGF-K5-His, anchored as single compo-

nents, provided more efficient substrates than EGF-His alone. This might be ex-

plained by the E5 and K5 peptides inserted between the EGF domain and the His 

sequence; this extra component may have increased the mobility of the EGF do-

main, which may have enhanced its accessibility. Consistent with that notion, the 

effects of these peptides on cell proliferation were not detectable when the chimer-

ic proteins were used as unattached, diffusible factors. 

  

3.6 Modules for culturing NSCs in a closed system 

The method for immobilizing EGF-His on SAMs gave rise to the need for fabri-

cated cultureware that could allow large-scale expansion of pure NSCs. We at-

tempted to construct culture modules with surface areas much larger than the la-

boratory-scale substrates described above. For uniformly anchoring EGF-His over 

a large area, we utilized a glass plate with amine functionalities on the surface. We 

also found that a gold layer was not required or advantageous for general use of 

the technique. 

First, the surface of a glass plate (60 mm × 60 mm × 1 mm) was modified with 3-

aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) to introduce the amine functionality. The 

surface amine was reacted with glutaraldehyde to introduce aldehyde, and then it 



was exposed to a solution of NTA; NTA coupling occurred through the formation 

of a Schiff base. Subsequently, the glass plate was immersed in a NiSO4 solution 

to chelate Ni2+ ions. Finally, EGF-His was anchored to the Ni2+-chelated surface to 

obtain an EGF-His-immobilized glass plate. The surface density of coordinated 

EGF-His was 0.53 ± 0.10 µg/cm2, measured with the microBCA assay. The MIR-

IRAS spectrum of this surface exhibited strong absorption at amide I' and amide 

II' bands (the prime notation designates a deuterated condition), which indicated 

the presence of EGF-His at the surface. The conformations of characteristic sec-

ondary structures was determined from the amide I' band. The results showed that 

the content of -sheet and -turn structures in surface-anchored EGF-His was sim-

ilar to those observed in native EGF in solution and in EGF-His anchored to a 

Ni2+-bound surface created on an alkanethiol SAM.  

To fabricate a culture module, we adhered a silicon frame to the edges of the plate 

to enclose the sides; then, a polystyrene film was adhered to the top of the frame 

to allow gas exchange. This culture module provided an area of 25 cm2 and a 

chamber volume of 2.5 mL. To test the modules, we injected dissociated rat 

neurosphere-forming cells. After 4 days of culture, 5 × 106 cells were obtained per 

module. These cells could be subcultured in new modules. We performed 6 pas-

sages by sub-culturing every 4 days. At each sub-culture, a part of the recovered 

cells were seeded to a freshly prepared module at a density of 3.0  104 cells/cm2. 

The average number of cells harvested after each subculture was 5.4 ± 1.7 × 106 

cells per module. We determined that 95% of the total number of cells had a phe-

notype of nestin+ βIII–. In addition, the cells obtained after 6 passages could be dif-

ferentiated, under appropriate conditions, into three major lineages, including neu-

rons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. This demonstrated that the cells 

maintained multipotency. 

The culture module greatly facilitated homogeneous distribution of seeded cells 

and cultivation of a large number of cells under identical conditions. In addition, 

the module required a smaller volume of medium than standard cell culture sys-

tems. Importantly, this modular system provided the great advantages of scalabil-



ity and safety because cell processing can be performed in a closed system. Thus, 

the modules facilitate the production of cells that are safe for use in cell transplan-

tation therapies. 

In a separate study [90], we synthesized EGF fused to a polystyrene-binding pep-

tide [103] (EGF-PSt) that could be immobilized on the surface of a tissue culture 

polystyrene dish. This surface also permitted efficient expansion of NSCs. Thus, 

EGF-PSt can be used to produce large quantities of pure NSCs in standard labora-

tories. 

 

4 Cell surface modifications 

Cell surfaces can be modified in a number of ways, including covalent conjuga-

tion of polymers to amino groups on membrane proteins [104-107], electrostatic 

interaction between cationic polymers and a negatively charged cell surface [108-

111], and hydrophobic interactions that anchor long alkyl chains of amphiphilic 

polymers to the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane [112-128]. These methods have 

been used to immobilize various functional groups and bioactive substances onto 

the cell surface. The covalent conjugation method is expected to impair membrane 

protein functions because polymers are attached by crosslinking to the amino 

groups on membrane proteins. Therefore, the extent of this reaction should be 

carefully controlled. The electrostatic interaction is performed by simply adding a 

cationic polymer solution to a cell suspension. However, most cationic polymers 

are cytotoxic; therefore, this treatment causes deterioration or death to most cell 

types. In contrast, the hydrophobic interaction can be performed by simply adding 

amphiphilic polymers with long alkyl chains to a cell suspension. This has not 

caused any major damage to cell function or integrity. Our group has extensively 

studied surface modifications with amphiphilic polymers [112-128].  

 



4.1 Cell surface modifications with amphiphilic polymers 

Amphiphilic polymers are typically derived by conjugating polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) to a phospholipid (PEG-lipid) (Fig. 8) [119, 120]. When a PEG-lipid solu-

tion is added to a cell suspension, the hydrophobic alkyl chains of the PEG-lipid 

spontaneously form hydrophobic interactions with the lipid bilayer of the cell 

membrane (Fig. 8a). This spontaneous anchoring of the PEG-lipid to a supported 

lipid membrane was confirmed by observation with surface plasmon resonance 

(SPR) (Fig. 9a). Three kinds of PEG-lipids with different alkyl chain lengths were 

added to a lipid membrane that had been created on a SPR sensor surface. The 

SPR angle rapidly increased with the spontaneous anchoring of PEG-lipid into the 

lipid membrane. In addition, the anchoring rates decreased with increasing alkyl 

chain lengths. This spontaneous anchoring was also demonstrated with a human 

cell line derived from T cell leukemia cells (CCRF-CEM). A solution of fluores-

cein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated PEG-lipid was added to a suspension of 

CCRF-CEM. Under a confocal laser scanning microscope, the bright fluorescence 

from FITC was observed at the periphery of all cells (Fig. 9b). This indicated that 

PEG-lipids had lodged on the cell surface. The retention time of PEG-lipids on 

cell membranes can be controlled by adjusting the length of the lipid alkyl chain. 

The dissociation rate of PEG-lipid was much slower with long than with short hy-

drophobic domains [113].  

Proteins can be immobilized on the cell surface with the use of a short, single 

stranded DNA (ssDNA) attached to the end of a PEG chain (ssDNA-PEG-lipid) 

[116-118, 121, 127]. First, an ssDNA-PEG-lipid is prepared by conjugating 

maleimide-PEG-lipid with an ssDNA that carries a thiol group. Then, a protein is 

modified with a hetero-bifunctional cross-linker, sulfo-EMCS (N-(6-

maleimidocaproyloxy)sulfosuccinimide); next, it is treated with a ssDNA’ that is 

complementary to the ssDNA on the PEG-lipid. Figure 8 shows a schematic of the 

procedure, where the ssDNA and ssDNA’ are oligo(deoxythymidine) 

(oligo(dT)20) and oligo(deoxyadenine) (oligo(dA)20), respectively. The cells with 



oligo(dT)20 attached are exposed to the protein with the oligo(dA)20 attached. The 

protein is immobilized on the cell through hybridization between oligo(dT)20 and 

oligo(dA)20.  

Figure 9c shows the SPR profiles recorded before and after an oligo(dT)20-PEG-

lipid had incorporated into the supported lipid membrane, and its interactions with 

oligo(dA)20- urokinase and oligo(dT)20-urokinase on the SPR sensor surface. The 

first increase in the SPR angle indicated that the oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid had incor-

porated into the membrane; the second increase showed the binding of 

oligo(dA)20-urokinase to the oligo(dT)20 substrate (solid line). No increase was ob-

served when oligo(dT)20-urokinase was applied to the oligo(dT)20 substrate 

(dashed line). These results indicated that protein could be specifically conjugated 

to the cell surface by hybridization between oligo(dA)20 and oligo(dT)20 moieties.  

 

4.2 Immobilization of bioactive substances on an islet surface 

Cell transplantation has shown promise as a method for treating serious diseases. 

Various kinds of pluripotent stem cells have been developed or identified, includ-

ing embryonic stem (ES) cells, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, and 

mesenchymal stem cells. Moreover, the differentiation of stem cells to functional 

cells has been extensively studied. Previous studies have demonstrated that the 

transplantation of islet of Langerhans cells (islets) could successfully treat type 1 

diabetes. Islets are insulin secreting cells found in the pancreas. Over two hundred 

patients with type 1 diabetes have been clinically treated with islet transplantation. 

To cure the disease, a single patient typically requires islets from several donors, 

due to the destruction of islets just after transplantation. In the clinical setting, is-

lets are infused into the liver through the portal vein. Exposure of islets to the 

blood activates blood coagulation and complement systems, which induce non-

specific inflammatory reactions or instant blood-mediated inflammatory reactions 



(IBMIR). These host defense mechanisms destroy donor islets because they are 

considered foreign bodies [129-131]. Anticoagulants, including aspirin, heparin, 

and dextran sulfate, are typically administered to inhibit blood coagulation. How-

ever, systemic infusion of these drugs increases bleeding. The optimal approach 

would be to prevent blood coagulation at the islet. Recent studies have been able 

to immobilize various bioactive substances, like heparin, urokinase, 

thrombomodulin, and the soluble domain of human complement receptor 1 

(sCR1), on islets in attempts to control local activation of the blood coagulation 

and complement systems [112, 114, 117, 119-121, 123, 127]. 

As an example, we will describe immobilization of the fibrinolytic enzyme, 

urokinase (UK), on the islet surface [117, 121]. As shown in Fig. 8, UK could be 

immobilized on islets through ssDNA hybridization of oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid and 

oligo(dA)20-UK. When the oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid was added to a suspension of is-

lets, the lipid moiety spontaneously anchored to the lipid bilayer of the cell mem-

brane through hydrophobic interactions. The oligo(dT)20 segment was exposed on 

the cell surface, which made it accessible for conjugation with the oligo(dA)20 on 

UK (Fig. 8-c).  

Fig. 10 shows confocal laser-scanning fluorescence images of islets treated with 

oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid and oligo(dA)20-UK (UK-islets). In these experiments, li-

pids with different alkyl chain lengths were attached to the PEG moiety to test the 

stability of UK on the islet surface. Both PEG varieties showed clear fluorescence 

signals (Fig. 10a, b) from UK-islets, which indicated that both facilitated stable 

UK attachments. On the other hand, fluorescence was nearly undetectable on un-

modified islets and islets treated with oligo(dA)20-UK in the absence of 

oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipids (Fig. 10-c). These results indicated that UK could be im-

mobilized on islets through DNA hybridization. The retention time of the 

oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid on the cell membrane depended on the chain lengths of the 

PEG-lipid [113]. At 2 days after conjugation, a strong fluorescence signal was ob-

served for islets treated with oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C18), and a weaker fluores-

cence signal was observed for islets treated with oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C16). 



The longer alkyl chain length conferred longer retention of UK on the islet sur-

face. 

UK is a serine protease that activates plasminogen to plasmin. Plasmin dissolves 

the fibrin in blood clots. The attachment of UK to the islet surface was expected to 

dissolve blood clots that surrounded the islets in the liver; thus, IBMIR could be 

inhibited in the initial stages. A fibrin plate–based assay was performed to assess 

the function of the UK attached to the islets. Fifty islets with/without immobiliza-

tion of UK were spotted onto a fibrin gel plate. After incubation, transparent areas 

around the spots indicated UK dissolution of the fibrin. Figure 11 shows the fibrin 

plate at 14 h after spotting the islets. Larger transparent areas were observed 

around the UK-islets compared to those around the unmodified islets (Figure 11a-

1, a-2, and a-4). These indicated that the immobilized UK retained its activity on 

the islets. UK-islets were also tested after 2 days of culture in the presence of se-

rum (Figure 11a-3 and a-5). UK activity rapidly decreased with 2 days in culture. 

The morphology of all islets after modification with UK was well maintained after 

7 days of culture (Fig. 11b). Islets with UK maintained the ability to regulate insu-

lin release in response to changes in glucose concentration (data not shown). We 

also performed transplantation of UK-islets by transfusion to the liver through the 

portal vein [121]. The transplantation results indicated that donor islets were res-

cued from host defenses by attaching UK to their surfaces. It remains to be deter-

mined how long UK-islets can maintain the inhibition of IBMIR; however, these 

data suggested that UK immobilization on islets is a promising approach for islet 

transplantation.   

 

4.3 Encapsulation of islets with living cells 

The histocompatibility and blood compatibility of donor islets can be significantly 

improved by enclosing them inside a capsule made of the patient’s vascular endo-



thelial cells. The ssDNA-PEG-lipid method was utilized to enclose islets with liv-

ing cells [127]. The method is schematically shown in Figure 12a. Oligo(dT)20 

was introduced onto the surface of HEK293 cells with an oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid, 

and oligo(dA)20 was introduced onto the surface of islets with an oligo(dA)20-

PEG-lipid. Then, the oligo(dA)20-islets were mixed with the oligo(dT)20-HEK293 

cells. The HEK293 cells were immobilized on the islet surface through DNA hy-

bridization, as shown in Fig. 12b. Although the HEK293 cells existed as single 

cells on the islet just after immobilization, the surface of islets were completely 

covered with a cell layer after 3 days in culture (Fig. 12b). No central necrosis of 

the islet cells was observed. Immunostaining showed that insulin remained inside 

the islets after culturing for 3 days (Fig. 12b). Furthermore, after cell encapsula-

tion, insulin secretion in response to glucose stimulation was well maintained (da-

ta not shown). This technique will greatly facilitate islet transplantation for treat-

ing type 1 diabetes.   

 

5 Summary 

Understanding biological responses against foreign substances has led to the de-

velopment of various medical devices, artificial organs, and regenerative medicine 

approaches. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols formed on a thin 

gold layer coated on a glass plate provided a platform for studying protein adsorp-

tion and cell adhesion to artificial materials. Although many questions remain to 

be answered before we fully understand the mechanisms of cell adhesion to artifi-

cial materials, rational studies can be conducted with SAMs. SAMs were used for 

developing a culture substrate for selective proliferation of NSCs. Based on this 

finding, we constructed a NSC culture module to facilitate the large-scale produc-

tion of highly pure NSCs.  



The ssDNA-PEG-lipid provides versatility in cell surface modifications. It enables 

the immobilization of a broad spectrum of proteins and low molecular weight 

drugs on living cell surfaces. The encapsulation of islets inside a cell layer illus-

trates the versatility of this approach. The concept of controlling the host defense 

response against a living cell graft is likely to lead to important steps forward in 

cellular therapies. Various types of functional cells can be derived from pluripo-

tent stem cells, including ES cells, iPS cells, and mesenchymal stem cells for use 

in cell replacement therapies. Our method is likely to be a key technology for the 

control of both acute and chronic host reactions and facilitation of graft adaptation 

in patients.   
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Table 1. Proliferation of neurosphere-forming cells in cultures with or without EGF-immobilized 

surfaces 

COOH-thiol 

content
a
  

(%) 

Surface density 

of EGF-His
b
 

(ng/cm
2
) 

Cell number 

after 24 h
c
 

(10
4
 cells/cm

2
) 

Cell number 

after 5 days
c
  

(10
4
 cells/cm

2
) 

Doubling  

time
d
 

(h) 

   0  51 0.7  0.3 11.7   5.1 n.d. 

   0.01  76 1.2  0.4 38.6  17.6 16.8  5.5 

   0.1 110 1.4  0.2 46.4  17.2 16.7  5.2 

   1 215 1.6  0.1 49.6  15.2 17.2  5.4 

  10 342 1.8  0.2 56.7  10.5 17.3  5.9 

 100 390 2.5  0.2 64.0   6.6 17.0  4.0 

Neurosphere – – – 31.2  1.4
e
 

a
Content in the solution used to prepare the mixed SAMs. 

b
Determined with a microBCA assay. 

c
Mean  standard deviation for n = 5 assays. 

d
Determined from the logarithmic plot of growth 

curves for the culture period of 24–72 h. Mean  standard deviation for n = 4 assays. 

e
Determined for cells during the standard neurosphere culture. Reproduced from Nakaji-

Hirabayashi, T., et al. 2007 [87] with permission from Elsevier ©2007. 



Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1. Real-time tracking of cell adhesion. (a) Components of a total internal reflection fluo-

rescent microscope (TIRFM); (b, top) A model of the cell adhesion process [42]. The evanescent 

field was generated by total internal reflection of a laser beam at the glass/water interface. Cells 

with fluorescently labeled membranes (dashed lines) were plated on SAMs. Cell membranes 

within the evanescent field (solid line) were observed by TIRFM. (b, bottom) Corresponding 

TIRFM images; (b-1) a cell approaches the surface; (b-2) the cell is landing; (b-3) the cell at-

taches, and (b-4) the cell spreads out on the surface. 



 

Fig. 2. TIRFM images of HUVEC adhesion behavior on SAMs with four different types of 

surface functional groups. (Top) Time after first applying cell suspension. Scale bar: 200 µm. 

[42] 



 

Fig. 3. Relationship between water contact angles on mixed SAMs and the number of ad-

herent cells. HUVECs (○) and HeLa cells (●) were allowed to adhere for 1 h. The averages 

(SEM) of five experiments are shown [21]. 



 

Fig. 4. The effect of proteins on cell adhesion. (a) Schematic illustration of the Kretschmann 

configuration for SPR. (b) Reflectance as a function of incident angle, before (black) and after 

(red) the adsorption of substances. (c, left) Time course of SPR angle shift during exposure to 

culture medium supplemented with 2% FBS (solid line) and the fraction of adherent cells deter-

mined by TIRFM (circles) on NH2-SAM. The dashed line is a manual fit to the symbols, includ-

ed simply as a guide [42]. (c, right) The concentrations of serum proteins in FBS. 

 

 



 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of cell adhesion to a material surface, including the ad-

sorption of serum proteins. 

 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of EGF-containing chimeric proteins anchored to the Ni-

chelated surface through coordination. Bold lines in the molecular structures represent chelate 

bonding. TEG-thiol: triethylene glycol-containing alkanethiol. Reproduced from Nakaji-

Hirabayashi, T., et al. 2009 [89] with permission from American Chemical Society ©2009. 



 

Fig. 7. Quantitative evaluation of NSC enrichments in cultures with different material sur-

faces. The fraction of NSC phenotypes in the cultures are shown for (open circles) nestin
+ 
III

–
 

or (closed circles) both nestin
+ 
III‒ and nestin

+ 
III

+
. Data are also shown for neurosphere cul-

tures (NS). The averages (SEM) of five experiments are shown. Reproduced from Nakaji-

Hirabayashi, T., et al. 2007 [87] with permission from Elsevier ©2007. 



 

Fig. 8. Immobilization of urokinase protein on the surfaces of islet cells. (a-1) Chemical 

structure of DNA-conjugated PEG-phospholipid (DNA-PEG-lipid); (a-2) ssDNA-PEG-lipid an-

choring to the cell membrane. (b) Introduction of a complementary ssDNA onto urokinase pro-

tein, which was first modified with a madeimide group by EMCS. (c) Schematic representation 

of urokinase-immobilization through DNA hybridization [117]. 



 

Fig. 9. Surface modification of cells with DNA-PEG-lipid [120]. (a) Real-time monitoring of 

PEG-lipid incorporation into a supported lipid membrane by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). 

(i) A suspension of small, unilamellar vesicles of egg yolk lecithin (70 µg/mL) was applied to a 

methyl-terminated self-assembly monolayer (CH3-SAM) surface. A PEG-lipid solution (100 

µg/mL) was then applied. (ii) Three types of PEG-lipids were compared: PEG-DMPE (C14), 

PEG-DPPE (C16), and PEG-DSPE (C18) with acyl chains of 14, 16, and 18 carbons, respective-

ly. (b) Confocal laser scanning microscopic image of an CCRF-CEM cell displays immobilized 

FITC-oligo(dA)20 hybridized to membrane-incorporated oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid. (c) SPR 

sensorigrams of interaction between oligo(dA)20-urokinase and the oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid incor-

porated into the cell surface. (i) A BSA solution was applied to block non-specific sites on the 

oligo(dT)20-incorporated substrate; (ii) oligo(dA)20-urokinase (solid line) or oligo(dT)20-

urokinase (dotted line) was applied. 



 

Fig. 10. Confocal laser scanning microscope images of islets with urokinase (UK) immobi-

lized on the membrane [117]. The green signal indicates positive immunostaining for UK. (a) 

Islets were modified with oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C16) or (b) oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C18); then, 

oligo(dA)20-UK was added to the media. (c) Unmodified islets, with (left) and without 

oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipids added to the solution. Insets: Phase contrast microscopic images. Scale 

bar: 100 µm. 



 

Fig. 11. Islets with immobilized urokinase (UK-islets) were tested for the ability to dissolve 

fibrin [117]. (a) Fibrin in the plate gel medium was dissolved by UK-islets (clear areas). Fifty is-

lets were applied to each spot, and the plate was observed after incubation at 37 ºC for 14 h. (1) 

untreated islets; (2) UK-islets (with oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C16)), just after preparation; (3) UK-

islets (with oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C16)) lost activity after 2 days in culture; (4) UK-islets (with 

oligo(dT)20–PEG-lipid (C18)),  just after preparation; and (5) UK-islets (with oligo(dT)20–PEG-

lipid (C16)) lost activity after 2 days in culture. (b) Morphology of UK-islets after 1day and 7 

days of culture.  



 

Fig. 12. Islet encapsulation within living HEK293 cells that express green fluorescent pro-

tein (GFP) [127]. (a) Schematic illustration. Islets are enclosed within a capsule of HEK293 

cells (that express GFP) by introducing surface modifications of complementary single-stranded 

DNAs. Islets modified with oligo(dT)20-PEG-lipid are combined with HEK293 cells that have 

oligo(dA)20-PEG-lipid immobilized on the surface. DNA hybridization immobilizes the HEK293 

cells to the surface of the islets. After 3 days in culture, islets are completely encapsulated within 

HEK293 cells. (b) Phase contrast (left panels) and fluorescence images (right panels) of islets 

with attached HEK293 cells. (0 days) GFP-HEK cells immobilized to islets observed with a con-

focal laser-scanning microscope; (3 days) Frozen sections of islets with attached GFP-HEK cells 

were stained with Alexa 488-labeled anti-insulin antibody (green) and Hoechst 33342 dye (blue) 

for nuclear staining.  

 

 


